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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of the "unmentionable" room, the bathroom, 
may seem odd and perhaps even indelicate, but t~ere are 
several reasons for this study. 
Each room in a structure, whether it is :i,.n a home, 
office, business, hospital, or railroc'ld stat;i.on, 1 :i,.s equally 
important in Housing and Interior Design. The plight of 
the bathroom has been viewed time and again with a curious 
and sympathetic concern by the researcher. The bathroom 
has been designated as the most difficult to clean, un-
sanitary, ill-planned, tiny room, containing badly designed 
and antiquated pieces of equipment. This study was con-
cerned with this equipment and a possible imprqvement of 
bat):ting facilities. 
During the last ~even years, housing for the elderly, 
such as nursing homes and retirement vill<'lges made up of 
apartment, duplex~ and dormitory types of ;Living ac.commoda.,,. 
tions and :infirmaries, has been of primary concern to the 
researcher. Much of this time was spent studying and ob-
serving all the phases of designing to meet ~he needs, 
comforts, and well-being of the elderly occupants~ 
One oµtstanding observation both in actur;il wor~ing 
1 
experiences and available lite.rature is that 1:i.ttle basic 
research into the underlying problem~ of humc1,n accommoda-
ti.on, comfort, and ~afety has been done even by the manu-
facturers of basic bathroom equipment (t}. Some of the 
reasons for this are that public sanitation systems have 
been improved to a considerable degree and iµdoor bathrooms 
are now common; these two forces a:i;-e reE;iponsible for the 
I 
major significant advances i~ personi;tl hygiene facilit~ei=!• 
Another observation is that f,'unctions of the body are 
coni;;ide;red "unmentionable!' and embar;rassing ,, a:qd, therefore, 
have not been discuss1d. More modern e:xpressioµs concerning 
sex and the body itself are becoming common everyday 
conversation. 
Historical Background 
Attitudes toward personal hygiene can be illus"*1rated 
,, 
historically within our culture (1, p. 2). Human regenera-
ti.on was regarded as a basic social ,responsibility in the 
ancient world, IsLam and to ~ome extent the Middle Ages. 
The Renaissance was the beginning of the decline of this 
concept, but during the 17th century neglect of the body 
was carried to its lowestis~ate. Culture of e?trlier ages 
slowly began to,return,during the i8th century, but the 
ba~h re-appeared about 1836 in the form of medicinal meana 
and redisqovery of nature or new attitudes toward fear of 
contact with water, fea~ of nakedness, and of the natural 
through education. Toward the end of the 19th century, the 
) 
shpw~~ bath, steam bath, and sun bath appeared, but the tu~ 
bath was the popular choice. 
The pre~ent day bath, the tub, is actually a mechaniza~ 
tion of the anost primitive type (2). It was found in Cret~ 
from around 1800 to 1450 B.C. One of the earliest known wa1 
a painted terracotta tub found in excavations in the 
queen's apartment in the Place of Knossos. The Minoan age 
not only had bath tubs, but sewer systems and water closets 
as well, engineering feats lost to civilization several 
centuries later demon~trating that soc~al and 9~ltural 
demands create the necessities or lack of them ~egardless of 
technological skills. 
Th~ Cretan tub type bath was taken over by the Greeks 
around 1250 s.c. and the early Roman house contained a bath 
tub untj,.l the 1st century B,. C. 
The Greeks and Romans practiced a high level pf person-
al hyg:i,ene in ,elaborate and grand:j..ose public bath f'acilitj,.~• 
which are' unequalled today. Around the 1st century B. C., 
immense marble tubs containing ·warm and cold water were 
built in hot-air rooms. These baths were abused and later 
were tho~1ht of as brothels and places where veneral dis-
eases and other diseases could be contrac~ed. 
'fhe early Chriatians, on the other hand, believed so 
I{!~ 
atrongly that any concern for th, pampering of the body, 
such aa bathing and powdering it, was a Satcl_ni~ act. 
Beliefs of this kind, plu•s the lack o'f facilities resulted 
in filthy bodies according to today's standards. When the 
{,,. ./ 
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Crusaders returned they.brought back ideas of the Turkish 
baths and the people began to practice personal hygiene 
with limitationso 
I 
Personal hygiene was a public activity either as a 
family or community affair from the time of the Roman 
Empire to the 19th century. It was considered most appro-
priate to hav'e a portrai.t painted while bathing in a tub 
desi-gned for two a Entertainment while bathi;ng was also a 
COD11110n practice during this timea Lawerence Wright (J) 
points out that defecation was not only not private but 
often an activity to so.cialize over. The same can be sai<;l 
about the bidet: II being first mentioned in 1710 when 
the Marquis d 1 Argenson was charmed to be granted audience 
by Mme. de Prie whilst she sat (J, p. 5). 
It was during the 17th and 18th century that furniture 
designers and craftsman designed handsome decorative fur-
nishings for the .cctre .of the b;ody. Such pieces as a velvet 
covered chair over a portable container for holding waste 
could be found in the bedroom._ A step table made from 
handsome furni'ture woods and designed with a hinged door to 
house a portable body-waste container was placed beside the 
canopied bed in the Southern Colonial house prior to the 
early 1900s. This table also .served as a necessary step 
into the extra high bed a D.ecorated ,1 porcelain bowls and 
"l . ·: . 
water pitchers for "washing-up" were very ornate during the 
' \ ' ' 
Victorian period and were standard equipment in the bedrqo111,-
Lovely woods inlai4 with other woods, shells, or metals 
5 
<],-
were used by such famous craftsmen as Sherton and 
Hepplewhite for dressing tableso Rooms were necessc;l.rily 
larger during this time and much of the putting of one's 
self together was done in the bedroom since a bathroom was 
not part of the architectural plan of the home. Sometime~ 
personal hygiene areas were an alcove of the bedroom and 
sometimes part of the bedroom itself. 
It was not necessary to have a separate room for the 
bath before running water and sewers became available. Tl:l~ 
bath cell soon took a standard form and through close con~ 
centration of equipment in the room itself as well as witq 
that of the kitchen, installation costs were cut. The 
architect of today may be inhibited to a gr.eat degree by 
this type of thinking. It appear:3 that economy takes pre .... 
cedent over human comfort and needo 
The luxu:r1y bathroom of the world with its heavy 
d,ouble-shelled porcelain tub was designed by the English 
(1880-1910)0 It was a large room in which th~ equipment wal!,i 
very ornate. The hooded baths~ showers and enclosures were 
made in wood to match the surroundings of the room® They 
were regarded as furn.i tur.e which reflected .~the taste of the 
·-· 
owner. This luxurious bathroom offered a means of impress....,. 
ing one's friends with one's wealth. The equipment was 
sometimes decorated ,with flowers (as it is bE)ins; done again 
today) or was in the shape of a dolphin hut this ga,re way 't~. 
more simple forms. 
The ideas of the equipment of the Roman and Islamic 
baths were again reached about 1915. "There c,an be no 
daintification of objects exposed to the daily action of 
steam and water" (2 9 p. 692). 
In 1869, Catherine Beecher's plan of a city flat had 
a built-in bedroom, kitchenette, and bath with the bath 
equipment being built into the bedroom but by 19t5 the 
Americans developed the idea that the bath shall be an 
appendage to the bedroom. The idea had its origin in the 
hotel and in time for full mechanization. 
Around 1915; the domestic bathtub appears in its now 
,. 
familiar recessed form (2, p. 700). The compact bathroom 
attained its standard about 1920. The growing popularity 
; 
of the built-ir tub meant passing from the status of furni~ 
tur~ to incorporation in the ·organism of the house. "It 
may be said the double-shell enameled tub attains a degree 
of comfort that had been pursued for thousands of years" 
I 
( 2' p. 706) 0 
By 1945, leading fixture companies were trying to 
assemble plumbing units to cut down costs and satisfy a 
variety of requ:iremen.ts but engineers, not fixture manufa~-
turers ctesigned a module to be installed as a unit (1931). 
Buckminster Fuller designed a prefab bathroom which 
was all stamped· out a.t one time, but the human problem 
became lost in the stamping because the construction ran 
away with the constructor as so often happens in mechani~a .... 
tion. ~is idea qf clean, hygienic enamel material, was 
6 
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changed to thin metal sheeting for easier production by 
machine. 
Water therapy seems tq 4ave been a magic activity 
throughout history, anp. even today mineral baths, .steam 
I 
baths, sitz baths, and others havi;; tneir tperap~utic values. 
It must be pointed out that the societal,and psycho-
logical attitudes of ~an qtake certain treatments for dis-
posing personal hygiene ~ ne,::~ssi·ty. As in so many other 
cases, "necessity is the mother of invention,'·' so as the 
passing from one type of culture to another down through 
the ages, the present equip~ent and methods for personal 
hygiene came into being. 
The equipment is basically the same as it was when it 
was first invented, fl containeir for holding water. Giedion 
(2, p. 712) says that ev,en .tpougn. this centul."'y c:reated the 
bath-cell w:j-th complex plumbing, enameled tub, and chromium 
taps and appended' it to th,::i bedropm, the fact cannot be lost 
from sight that tti.iljl conve:p.ienc;e is no substitute f'or a 
social type of regeneration, Regeneration is a part of a 
broader concept - leisure, Leisure means a concern with 
thing.!:1 beyond the mereiy useful. Lei$ure means to have 
time. Life can be tasted to the full only when activity 
and contemplation, doing a;nd not doing, form complementary 
poles, like those of a mag~et. None of the great cultures 
has failed to support this concept. Perhaps this is wp.at 
prompted this study of the n~ed~, ~omfort, and well being 
of the elderly, 
--. 
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Statement of Problem 
The problem studied was types of bathing facilities 
and the placement of the equipment to determine how the 
equipment could be improved by new designs to help solve 
some of the problems of human accommodation, comfort, and 
safety of the elderly. Realizing that new technological 
advances are often di:fficult to impose upon peoplei particu-
larly the elderlyi and particularly those dealing with this 
subject, the study would be more valid if it included the 
reactions of elderly occupants at three nursing homes and 
the :managers of the homes who would have to spend a great 1 
. ' 
dec;1l of money to make any major changes, 
This study was conf'ined to the design of comfortable, 
safe, and practical bathing equipment and receptivity by 
respondents. It includ"1d only a limited amount oL study of 
the room itself or the decoration thereof. 
Purposes of the Study 
The purpose of' this study of the bathroom was to make a 
contribution in the field of housing, especially for the 
aging, because very little work has been done in this most 
neglected area in the housing field. The equipment is 
basically the same as it was when it was first invented. 
The need for this study seemed long past due. The new 
concept of fitting the activity or the equipment to man 
rather than the old idea that the human being should be 
adapted to things instead of things for peoplei is a 
9 
pro:fessi discipline ;should! to the 
bathroom, This new concept which Kira referred to as 11 lrnman 
engineering" was evident in planning the space capsuleo 
Another purpose of this study was that it was observed 
that a limited amoqnt of literature is available and perhaps 
this study could open the way for writing on this subject 
which has been shunned as mentioned earlier in the 
introduction. 
Hypothesis 
! 
Bathing facilities of today do not meet the needs, 
comfort, and safety of the elderly because they are: 
1. Unsafe and uncomfortable due to poor 
design, size, and height. 
2. Difficult to clean and highly unsanitary 
due to the design of the equipment. 
A limited amount of resear.ch concerning the human 
acconunodation, comfort; and safety of the elderly has been 
done. 
There is a limited amount of literature available which 
shows the findings of studies concerning bathing facilities 
with emphasis on proqle:ms of the eld1:1rly. 
Only if' residents and managers of the nursing homes 
observed are receptive to the new designs for bathing equip-
ment as usable and functional - then only will the study 
have obtained the desir~d objective. 
Definition of Terms 
1. It was of interest to note that the term 
''personal hygiene" was used in the writing 
on the subject of the bathroom, therefore, 
this term will be used in this report. 
This term does suggest the activity of the 
bathroom and not the room itself. 
2. Health: refers to ailments of the elderly 
people interviewed. 
J. Those interviewed: residents and manc;lgers 
interviewed i.n three nursing homes. 
ii. Type I 9 II 9 and III: is the rmmerica,l 11,ame 
given the designs on the drawings shown 
those interviewed. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Geriatrics is a rather complete study i;n itself aztd 
even though studies b,ave been conducted for several 
centuries, it was not until the p-eriod f'ollowing World War 
II that real enthusiasm developed~ Of course there are many 
reas9ns for the activation of this very important phase of 
sociology. 
A very predominate reason for the increased interest 
in the study of the well-being of the older citizen is the 
extended life span of people today ,as compared with those 
of yester-year. One of the ·many references to thi.s statis-
tical data is quoted from "Facts on Aging", a report froiq 
the U. S. Department of Healthi Education-, andWelfare, 
Office of the Aging(!±): 
Between 1950 and 196oj th-e population grew 
the fastest at the two extremes of the age scale. 
The numb.er of persons under eighteen and the 
number of persons sixty-fiv-e and ov-er increased 
almost twice as fast (J7% and 35%, respectively) 
as did the total population. If a theoretical 
"dependency" ratio is defined as the relation 
between persons eighteen and sixty-four years 
old and those both younger and older, the 
dependency ratio was 155 to 100 in 1950, beca:ip.e 
12a to 100 ,in 1960, and may go to 116 to 100 in. 
1970. The sixty-fiv.e and up population is esti-
mated at twenty million in 1970. 
At an American Home Economics Association Workshop on 
11 
t2 
Aging, Leonard Breen (5) said that by the year 2002 there 
would be 32,000,000 people sixty-five and over and the num-
ber of people age seventy-1'ive and over would triple in the 
forty year period from 1962. 
With the vast number of older populations in wester:n. 
societies, which are being viewed with alarm and apprehen-
sion, pro.bl ems are being created according to Breen ( 5, 
pp. 6-7). He thinks one must ask himself what is the sig ...... 
nificance _of these population changes and how may one better 
understand the problems created? Much concern has bee.n 
show;n by national professional meetings, studies, and 
recommendations on local, state, and federal levels, and 
even a White House conference pointing out the .increasing 
seriousness of the matter (6). They have reported not only 
a short supply, but also inadequate housing situations which 
are improper to the orderly course of life in later years. 
Clar~ Tibbitts (7) says that the concern is how to improve 
conditions and how.to overcome .this inadequacy. Cain (8) 
remarked, "N.y concern is for society to increa~e its 
effectiveness in providing comforts to the aged, not seek 
ways of avoiding responsibility". This i~ one of the rea..-
so11-s for this study of one of the many problems of human 
accommodation, comfort, and safety of the elderly. 
Edward Noakes said that .to a visitor from another 
planet, it would. be immediately apparent that the only 
thing permitted to be housed unsuitably is ourselves - with 
special emphasis on the stage of life when one is too weak 
to object. 
13 
When one talks of meeting housing needs of one age 
group as distinct .from meeting those of another age group, 
signs of the relative a±Yluence of the United States are 
shown, and only a culture which has generally achieved a 
fairly high economic level would be in a position to be con-
cerned about the housing provisions for older persons as an 
issue distinct from provisions for younger people in the 
opinion of McKinney and de Vyver (10). 
There is in existence a derth of literature noting an 
association between the quality and character of housing 
and the well-being of the residents, but the literature does 
not seem to call attention to the older population per se. 
Wilner, Walkley 1 P:inkerton 1 and Tayback (9) observe that a 
dilapidated dwelling in a bad, ne:ighborhood is said to have 
created physical and social pathology but they conclude that 
it remains an open question whether 9 without attempting to 
alter other conditions of life as well~ housing betterment 
itself has the intrinsic seeds of psychological\ and social 
amel.iorationo 
Researching problems of h1unan accommodation, comfort, 
and safety could not be undertaken without appropriately 
defining aging or aged. What is meant by the term aging or 
aged? What is thought about and what is true when this term 
is used? There are many definitions for aging, probably a$ 
many as there ;;ire persons asked to define the term. Some 
14 
writers define it in the following ways: a process of 
physical deterioration~ a continuous process of cqangej a 
pathological sequence of events, a psychological response 
to social situations, and social super-imposition of per-
sonality traits upon the natural physiological process of 
change. The age 65 is the moist accepted chronological age 
for no reason other than the following: In the 1880 1 s, 
Bis~arck in Germany develope<l the first national system of 
institutionalized retirement as a reward; shortly after the 
turn of the century in America, the Carnegie Foundation 
offered the first broad retirement plan; and in the 1930's 
the Social Security plan was adopted in America. All of 
these historical events placed age 65 as the retirement aie 
and so it seems that this age is the turning point in the 
minds of the majority where ''old age" sets in. There is 
great danger in lumping people of certain ages together in 
such a category of averages because they are peoplea 
Tibbits (7) says it is as wrm.ri.,$ to lump people 65 and over 
as old as it is to lump those 20 or 21 an<;l under as chil-
dren. There are as many s:ignificant changes during the 
second one-third of ones life as there are during the first. 
twenty. David Riesman (29) 9 in "Some Clinical and Cultural 
Aspects of the Aging", says one should not expect to find a 
single thread among all of the various species which will 
explain biologic~! agingo 
With these developments or considerations of the sta-
tistical significance of the aging pofulation, some of the 
15 
socj.al policies concerning the aging, and the definition o;f 
aging, additional concerns for those dealing with the study 
of and solving of the problems, the relat~vely new science 
of geriatrics presents s0me real challenges. The avenues 
of study are many 1 oft~ntimes baffling, unpredictable 7 and 
sometimes almost unsurmountable and at this stage in many 
insta:npes highly experimental. 
There is a limited amount of literature avai.lable which 
deals strictly with the personal hygiene problems of huma:ri 
acco!lllllodation 1 com:fort 9 and safety, particularly with 
emphasis on problems of the aging as was stated earlier i11, 
the introducti.on. However 7 problems of perspnal hygiene 
have concerned man since the beginning o:f time. The funda-
mental problem,s have been basical.ly the same, an.d man's 
attitudes toward them contribute directly to his role i.n 
life. Kira (1) says that if a man is l>athed and refreshed 
as a result of washing his bodyi his behavior, personality, 
and intelligence are influenced. 
Man's attitudes toward personal hygiene are often 
related directly te the religious and philosophical belj.efs 
I 
found in his culture and others as well. The world's reli..-
gious ritual practices such as circtmicision, washing of 
feet, annointing with oil and others 0 1riginally stemmed 
from these body-hygiene related concepts. Purity of the 
. ! 
soul is u.niversally symbolic with cleansing of the body an<l, 
thu.s, the Saturday night bath prepared one for the Sabbath. 
Giedion (2, p. 628) wrote that the role that bathing plays 
16 
within a culture reveals the culture's attitude towards 
hu,man relaxation. It is a measure of how far individual 
well-being is regarded as an indispensable part of community 
li:fe. 
The evolution of hygiene was traced by Langston and 
Isaminger (11) through a number of clearly defined periods; 
first was characteri~ed by ignor~nce; second by the estab-
lishment of defense mechanisms directed largely toward the 
control of the environment - the era of sanitation; and 
third, the modern era, is marked by an agressive attack 
against the cause of disease. This is the era of positive 
health. Pasteur disproved filth causes disease. Filth in 
itself does n9t cause disease, but it may act as a 
medium (11). 
According to Maurice Le Bosquet (12), the outer skin is 
constantly shedding its outer lay.er of' horny cells; the 
salts dissolved in the perspiration are deposited on the sur-
face and in the mouth of the sweat ~lands, the oily material 
! 
secreted by the sebaceous gla;nds ac'cumulates, an.d may stop 
up the opening, causing pimples; and the secretions contain 
odorous substances; "so for health and decency bathing is 
required". He also says the chief use for bath j_s cleanli-
ness but it may have other hygienic effects. 
Giedion. (2, p. 682) SumlIJ.ed up the development of the 
present day bath this way: 
••• in tracing the development of the present day 
bath, one wanders tqrough a maze of quaint stories 
and anecdotes. The reason :flor this is invariably 
the same: Inspiration failed when it was 
needed for human requirements. 
The bath tub and/br shower has been observed as in-
adequate and hazardous fixtures due in part largely to the 
;17 
design itself. The rounded edges inside the fixtures do nqt 
allow for sure-footedness, and, therefore, many people fall 
causing broken bones and sometimes death from striking the 
head. In every installation observed, it was noticed that 
the performer had to get inside the tub or shower before 
operating the water :faucets which were separate hot and cold 
water dispensers. This can be very hazardous, especially 
for the elderly, because the hot water may be hot enough to 
scald. It was also observed that the shower heads are 
almost always too high, causing them to come down on the 
coiffured head. The elderly people appeared to hc;:1.ve a 
great deal of trouble ~etting in and.out of the tub because 
they could not raise their feet that much. Grab bars on the 
wall, above the tub were c:on.sidered necessary by the elderly 
observed ~nd by the aide. The bars helped stabilize the 
person getting in or out of the tub or shower. T];le Guides 
For Project Design for the Senior Citizens Housing Loan 
Program of the Department of Housing and Urban Development 
contains a stipulation that grab bars shal.J,. be used as 
appropriate, to provide additional safety. In his study 
of the bathroom, "Criteria For Design", Kira (1, p. 75) 
points out how inherently and potentially dangerous body 
cleansing is in terms of postures assumed,. it becomes 
apparent that safety should be a primary design 
consideration, particularly in view of home accidents. H~ 
reconmiends a total and comprehensive fixture that encom-
passes more than a properly sized and shaped container. 
Perhaps the all-in-one piece fiberglass tub, shower, wall, 
and sqap tray which is on the market today comes near his 
idea. 
Proceeding on the premise that socio-economic status, 
health, surroundings, and habits are important factors in 
the receptivity of change a study of literature from the 
various fields thought to make a contribution was made. A 
Cornell research found elderly people living w;ith their 
spouse had higher :incomes than 1\1.nattached me:p. while un-
attached men had higher incomes than l;lnattached women. 
Older people themselves use health as a causal factor 
for most things (13). Wilma Donahue (27) indicates that 
the chronic diseas~ :incidence rates follow a similar trend 
with age. 
Many older people live in a stat~ of loneli:p.ess, 
frustration, despair, and increasing senility because they 
do not adjust to old age a9cording to Glenn Beyer (14). 
They can be lonely even though they live in a community 
situation. As the dependent years approached, fewer seni9r 
citizens wanted to live in a nursing home. Marilyn Langfo;ni 
(15) had a great deal to say about receptivity of new 
designs. She said, 
It is possible to modit~y design decisio:p.s when 
the public's attitudes toward design are known 
and essential to the success of any 'bathroom 
of the future' is whether or not the public 
will accept it. 
This researcher is in agreement with her statement: 
Until responde:nts have actuctlly used new pieces of 
equipment 1 they cannot express completely valid 
attitudes concerning them, pprhaps because of lack 
of imagination or influence by fads promoted in 
advertising. 
Cornell University cop.ducted a study of the bathroom 
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which required seven years of research. Some of the results 
of their study were drawn upon in order to save time and 
money in this study (1) (15), 
Due to lapk o:f research materials, many of the state-
ments contained herein are substantiated by ob13ervations, 
actual experiences in ?4 years in the business 1 and "trial 
and error" experiments in some case!:i because it is not 
always easy to understand the actions of the ag:Lng (t6). 
Living conditions, no matter how favorable, do not guarantee 
successful adjustment to agin~ (17). 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
A questionnaire, including drawings of three different 
kinds of equipment for bathing, was used to collect data for 
this study. A pe~sonal interview by the researcher was co~-
ducted since observation ancl studies of geriatr;ics revealed 
that many senior citizens had difficulty with r~ading, 
comprep.e:nding:, and writing. This type of interview does 
req1,1ire a great deal of time, but it did seem more feasible 
and useful by this researcher. 
Preliminary Planning 
The researcher observed bathing equipment in a numb~r 
of nursing homes to aid in determining in what ways these 
facilities could be improved to meet the needs;, comfort, 
and well-being of the elderly residents. Th~ type, size, 
shape, and over-all design and the placement.of the equip .... 
ment was studiedo 
Varic;>Us individuals, groups, and $Overnment agencies 
engaged in studies of the concern for the elderly were con-
tacted before and during tliis study for information, on 
their research and their programs. A review c;,f literature 
was continued during the entire study. 
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A pre-test was designed to sample the attitudes and 
aptitudes of elderly respondents toward this kind of study 
and to aid in developing the instrument fo~ collecting the 
data. 
Presuming that the receptivity of new designs may be 
related to ce.rtain socio-economic characteristics, the•. 
pre-test contained five variables. 
personally by the researcher to two types of senior 
citizem:5; (1) residents in a retirement village and (2) 
' 
residents in a nursing home. The interview revealed that 
res:i,.dents in a retirement village are usual,ly there by 
choi,ce and usually own or rent their livin,g g1,1arte;rs; 
residents in a nursing home usually are people not capable 
of caring for themselves, who cannot live alone, need 
guidance or supervision of recreation, eating, sleeping, and 
living habits. It was assumed that these diffe;rences might 
have so~e possible direct result on the attitudes of 
res;pc;,n,dents and subsequently alter responses. $ince it was 
necessary to limit the study to one type of senior citizen, 
nursing homes were selected. 
A total of 88 residents in two nursing home~ in 
Nor~an, Oklahoma and one 1n Stillwater, Oklahoma were 
selected for the study. 
Development of Questionnai:;re 
After further study of l.i terature, prq~edu,res, and the 
pre-test, the questionnaire used as the inst;rument for tn,is 
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study was formulated. The questions were stat~!i as clearly 
and concisely as possible so as not to confuse the respond~ 
ents nor cause them verbal dqress. 
Questions relat~ve to socio-economic status were 
included in the questionnaire since semior citizens from 
nursing homes only would be interviewed. 
If it is true that the attitudes of people vary not 
only by their individualism 1 but also by the cc;mdi t:i,ons of' 
their hec;tlth 1 their habits, and their surroundings 1 then it 
is necessary to collect these data (6). Thirteen questions 
dealt with the socio-economic status, five with health, ~ix 
with surroundings, an.d six with habits. 
Three drawings were made of bathing facility design~: 
(1) A bathing facility similar to the tub type observe<;! in 
all three nursing homes and (2) Two new desig;ns developed 
by the researcher® Each respondent was ask;ed to select 
the bathing facility he or she preferred. 'Tp.ere were three 
questions pertaining to the attitudes and preferences for 
the designso 
It was assumed that the managers of the nursi]lg home.is 
who would be concerned with the needs, comfort, and well-,, 
being of the residents and might be persuaded to make 
changes in their facilities if they liked the new designs 
and the costs would not be prohibitive. 
Therefore 9 the managers were personal,ly interviewed by 
the ;researcher 9 using a modification of the questionnaire 
(Appendix B) and the three drawings as a means ot: collecting 
additional data for this study. 
Approximate costs of the new designs were olotainec;l 
from a plumbing shop and a tile contractor~ 
Treatment of data 
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Tables were f'ormulated according to the 'basic :researcp. 
patterns set up in designing the questionnaire to determine 
attitudes of health, surroundings, habits, and the socio-
eqonomic variables. A percentage relatio~shtp between these 
characteristics was tabulated to try to determine the 
validity of the receptivity of the new designs for bathing 
by the respondents" 
The computatio:rus from questionm,lires were r~corded a;nd 
tabulated. 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS 
This study was undertaken in an effort to help solve 
some of the problems of human accommodation, comfort, and 
safety of the elderly by observing types of bathing faciti~ 
ties and the placement of the equipment to determine how the 
equipment could be improved by new design to meet these 
needs. 
Although the senior citizens interviewed were most 
co-operative, it was difficult for the researc~er to deter~· 
mine the extent or reliability of the attit'µdes expressed 
becaqse of their sometimes apparent inability to think o~ 
rem-ember.. In addition 1 they may have haQ. l;Lmit-~d exposure 
to technological or scientific advances which have swept 
the world during their later years when tbey were no longer 
involved. 
It was difficult for the researcher to determine 
whether or not the senior citizens were at all interest~d 
in the £act that the quaH. ty, ease, or comfort c;,t; the sur .... 
roundings could be improvedo Therefore, the data collected 
and recorded in the tables is the e:,cpressiq~ ot the re-
~pondents for whatever practical purpose~ the a;nalys:i,.s may 
serve for this study as well as further ~tqdies. 
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The findings of the data recorded fQr socio-economic 
status, surrounding~ 9 health 9 and habits are ;i::-epo:rted 
separately •. 
Socio-Economic Variables 
The demographic characteristics of the respondents 
revealed that, as might be expected in a nursing home, 64% 
of the respondents were in the 80-89 age group and the re-,. 
mainin$ percentage was made up of J5% in the 70-79 group 
leaving 1% above 90- and under 70 years of age, Of these 
grqups, only a small percentage were single; ~9% had owned 
their own home. Fourteen per cent of the homes owp.ed were 
far1p. homes. 
);:J;l the family composition of the totoi:1,;L n~ber of 
r~spondents, sons out. :numbered daughters al;>oµt ~ to 1. 
Factors used to determine socio-economic status were 
education, occupation, and income; these were scored 1, ~' 
and J. Table II ,was designed around the d-ata collected: 
about 90% of the female responses f;!tati:i;ig "h,ousew;i,.:fe" al;l 
the:;i.r occupation 9 had attended or finishecl :tlig;h school and 
these i;;tatistics were defined with a score 2. Too few q:f 
the respondents could remember the amourr~ of· iJ;1come nor 
even :k;:new frori whence came the money to keep tQ.epi in the 
nursing home; therefore, accur1;:1.cy of these.datii cquld l;>e 
debatable, but it was recorded as stated· by r~spo;n.Q.E;m,ts. 
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It should be noted that~ few more than o:n,e~fourth of the 
respondents went to college while one-halt atten¢1.ed the 8-t\p 
grade or under, yet over one-third of the to~a.i respond~nti;; 
held professional jobs. This fact may be relat~~ to the 
. I 
changes in educational requirements between·. the· younger 
years of the respondents and the present, as was stated 
often by the respondentsQ Many of them ha,d t~gul"!, teaching 
after finishing grade school while it i::1 1"1,e~e15~a,ry now to 
have a college degree or above to be considere4 for employ.,. 
ment in many professional jobs. Likewise, thQfe few in-
comes reported by the respondents were pelow what is kn9wn 
as "low income" today. 
Another statistic of comparative in~erest was that all 
respondents interviewed reported their religion as 
Protestant. C~uld it be that this tells so~et~i~~ about t~~ 
care of and for the elderly citizen? Does one cultw:-e 
emp]..oy different {:lttitu.des and practices of' cqn~ern from 
a;nother? Does a more conservative backgrauncJ pr. herj.tage 
produce different attitudes or receptivity to not only new 
desi.Fns but also to new concepts about hc:,us:(.p.g the senior 
citi2;ien? What is the influence of a liberal or cqnservative 
heritage on his receptivity to the new el\vi~on~umt 1;1.nd what 
are the attempts to make his environmerrt ~ore c;i.a~f'o~table, 
easier to accept, easier to use, and more pleasi;n~? This 
idea m{:ly be developed for other studies concerning housing 
the senior citizen. It is discussed her~ because it was 
stated in the purpose of the study that hopefully a ~ontri!":' 
bution to the field of housing concern:i,.n, th~ elderly could 
be .~ade as well as a contribution for furt11e:r ~tuc!lies. 
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Surroundings 
Table VIII II titudes of the Su;rroundin.gs'v was designed 
to record the attitudes of the senior citizens toward 
specific characteristics related to the surroundings. It 
was felt that these attitudes may have a definite relation-
ship 011 the responses to questions on the receptivity of new 
designs for the bathroom. When the data were analyzed, it 
was found tha~ a large majprity of the respondents had lived 
in the nursin~ home less than one full year, although some 
were there as long as four years. This f'&ct directed the 
analysis of recepti~ity to the direct ~ttitudes of each re-
spo:n.dent toward the drawings of new designs f-llld related 
questions rather than the respondents' attitudes toward the 
type of' bathing equipment in the ;1;rnn,d:µg lwme. 
The findings about the present living accommodations 
were observed to be emphatically responsive to 11 like it very 
much" by both men and women with women 100% satisfied while 
25% of the men stated tlj.ey "do not like it". Again, the 
accuracy of the relationship of this data to the rate of 
receptivity when analyzed with +e11-gtp of residency directs 
the summation to the direc;t attitudes of each respondent to 
tl1e drawings of the new designs and the related questions. 
Table IX shows that two-,.thirds of those satisfied "very 
irnuchn with their surroundi:rigs liked the new designs and all 
of those 11 f'airly well" satii5fied and "do nqt like itn were 
receptive to the new 4esigns. 
One hundred per cent of the women respondents said 
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they enjoyed house cleaning and did not mind clea.:p.:i,.ng any-
thing in the bathroom. Twenty-five per cent of the men did 
not mind house cleaning, but 75% did not mi.:,nd clec;lp.ing any..,. 
thing in the bathroom while 25% dislike4 cJ_ea:n.in~ the 
lavatory. No response was given by men concer11,;i.µg the 
cleaning o~ other fixtures in the bathroom. The data on 
clean:i,.ng revealed that difficulty of cleaning ~nd san:i,.tati~n 
in the bathroom due to l.ack of convenience of <;,,leaning we:re 
not indicative of the assumption state1d earlier ri.n th,a 
stud,y. 
It was interesting that only three ~olo~s, blue, green, 
and pink, were named as a choice of col9r. It was of fur-
ther interest that twice as many responde:ntlj! 1ik;~d blµe as 
tp.os~ liking greeno Ten per cent of the f~mc;lles liked pink 
best. 
Health 
No physical examinations were given the respoI1rdents in 
this survey, therefore the findings are a comp;il~it;ion of 
their own attitudes towards their heal th.. The;rei we:re 
several very interesting observations m&de S\lClt as, even 
tho1,1gh the researcher had to shout, not one of the re-
spondents admitted to be hard of hearing. 
Tl1.El largest majority of all ailment:;;, el'tcJ-4d;i.ng eye 
sight, reported by both sexes but by more meJ!l than women 
was crippled legs (included in the data as crippled legs 
was a broken hi.p 9 partial lameness or st;i.ffn~~s due to 
arthr~tis, amputation, etc.) and/or artbrit~~ wh:j,.le JO% of 
women, but no men, had crippled hands. 
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Only 28% of total respondents and very ~~a~ly equal of 
botb sexes had 1had a stroke which wa~ the s~~ond htghest 
ailment reported, followed by 22% each for qigb blood 
pressure, nervousness, diabetes, back troubl,e, an,d "feel 
tired all the time". 
Foµrteen per cent of all respondents h~d heart troub~e 
and all of these were in the 80-89 age gro~p, bµt more than 
two and one-half times more men than women r~p~pted thi~ 
ailment. 
No men reported the following: 
trouble, high blood pressure, kidney trouble, ~nd "feel 
ti:red all the time". Fewer women reported nervousness, 
diabetes, and other ailments. 
No one i.n the 70-79 age group :tieport~~ nervous;q.ess, 
kidney trouble, diabetes, heart trouble, anp otper ail~ents, 
while fewer in the 80-89 age group :i;-epor~ed OPi.i;>pled ar~s or 
legs, back. troubl,e, high blood pressure, and no aj.\men,ts. 
The only person i.n the 90-age group report,~·his o:ply ail-
ment to be arthritis, otherwise his heal th II e11'=qell~11,t". 
Seventy-one per cent of all responden~s wore glasses. 
Wearing of glasses was the only criter~a fo-,; "'3ye trouble" 
since no physical examination was given. 
Habits 
All men respondents of all age groups v:i,~:i,ted otners in 
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the 11-ursing home, while two-thirds of the wom~n in tpe 70-79 
age group preferred staying in their r~oms tq do "pµgy work" 
o.:r be alone. Women in the 80-89 age groupprefer;red to 
visit often. Most of the respo~dents ipdicated they pre~ 
ferred staying in their room because they su~pe~ted th.at 
everyone else in the home was "mentally :i) .. f ( ~nd;i,.~ated by 
tapping their fingers to their head) and they d;i.d not want 
to listen to them talk on and on". 
It was not kn,own what type of bathing f~c;f..~it:i,es we1;e 
availaqle to respondents in their own hopies, sio the re-
13ponses may.be according to what they were.accqs~omed to. 
The number of men preferring a tub or i;;hpwer 1:,,ath w~re 
eq_ually divided; however, fewer women in th~ 80-8~l age group 
prefer:red the tul::! or shower as much as g:i,d the WPl:ll~n in the 
. I 
70-79 age group who were equally divided in theii;- frefer': 
ences. There was a 100% preference of a1i pespopqents re, 
porting heart trouble and an overwhelm;i.n$ majority of those 
reporting crippled arms and legs,! bac.k trQ4l;>;Le and 
arthl;'it;i.s for a shower l)ath. A tub batp was pll'e{erred ~ 
to 1 by a ~ajority reporting stroke, diabetes, and tired 
all the ti~e. 
' When asked "would you pr.efer taking a bath seated o~ a 
chair if the water was deep enoug~ to.cove:r 'lJP to your 
shoulders o~ partially cover you'', a vast •ajpri,y bf all 
respondents r~gardless of age or ailmen-tr ~a;i..d "Yy$ 11 • Of 
those not an~wering "yes" most of them "~o :nc;>t · kµ.~w''. Ofl 
this latter group, it is not known what t1'e.aqfl,ity to 
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vii:malf ze is or to comprehend an idea. foreign t~ th~ regu;Lar 
method always used to date. 
A~l men said.they did not mind m1r1ch hayin$ ~opieo;ne 
assist with their bath, but one-half of c;1.l,J, age $PPUPS o,f 
women respondents preferred to be alone. 
l , 
It will be noted that the hal::)its of t11,e lj"~l:j!~On<:ie:q.ts as 
related to age, sexi surroundings, and hea],th. hav~ bee11i 
discussed. 
In order to try to relate the acceptap~e of cha;nge of 
habits to receptivity of new designs an analysi~ was made 
between findings in the study on prefere'.!,').~e Qf types of 
batl)ing faeili ties as 1shown on the three dr~wing~ presented 
to the respondents and acceptance of chan$e, fifty per cent 
o;f those accepting change pr,eferred Type III l;:,a't\bip.$ fac,il-
i ty, while 25% "don't know" and 12*% li~e Type.I, and 12*% 
li~ed Type II. (See Table VII.) Six~y ~e~ ce~t of those 
who said they do not like change prefer:red Type ;r;rr a;nd 4:0% 
preferred Type IL It is of interest to ;note that tpe new 
conce~t of bathing facility was most accepta~le by the 
respoJ;1.dents, regardless qf whetl)er they l::L~~ 9r c;l,islike 
r 
change. 
Managers 
'l';here was a variance .in the income range C;>;f.1,he man-,, 
agers because two of the nursing homes vis~tedwe~e owned 
and operated by the managers themselve~ an.d o:qe wo,r~ed for 
lj!Omeone else. A.l,1;10 l . one had been in operat:i,eJ;J. · tw:ic;:~. as 
lon~-
The managers expressed no dislike °f'Q'J!: cl,~~nin:.g anyth:iP.$. 
in the bathroom, but all had help e.n;iployefl to <;1¢,.tb,:i,fi job! 
Perhaps this was one of the reasons fqr ·l!he~~iJ;\f' ~i:,.;i.;n:t~nan~e 
"important" in the bathroom. The managers wept) awa:r-e that 
faucets must turn easily and that tlle path. $'1~~ be a~ safe 
as posi;;;j_ble. 
Preference for the new design was q~a:ni'1G~S flUQ. thr 
managers each said they were in favor of <rll~~Jt, They woulc;l 
nave no Qbjections to installing the ~ew d~stgns, especi~~~Y 
when they fol,Uld the cost to be nom;j_nal. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
The study was made to determine th~re,e~pti;vtty pf n~w 
designs by senior citizens and managers. i~ twQr,-1,\rl!iing home~· 
:··. .' . 
iJ;'l. Norman, Oklahoma and one in Stillwater, . Q~lahc;,~~· 
The hypothesis of the study is Uii!lt ~~ar8r~~eJ;"ist~cs of 
health, habits, surroundings, and soeio""~c:;onofflt~ statu;s ~re 
relevant to recf;!ptivity or new de~igns by ,e~3ro~citize~s 
and managers of nursing homes. 
Data were obtai,ned by the researcher by' p~r~P~al, i:n,teir"l' 
view in nursing homes. The instru,ment us~~ waf!il .. ,- (lV,estion'!"' 
naire ~nd, three drawings showing one con,veu.tion~:i_ bat:O.:\ng 
facility and two of the researeh~r's desig~,~ 
Concl,usions 
Data collected and analyzed concluded thatz 
1. New des:j..gns are acceptal;>l,.e by sen;t,c:,r ci\;i,~ens 
a:r;i.d, managers relative to thEd,.:v bac~g:rqYrnds 
determined by characte:rds.i;iq$. o'C ~.,~lt~,: 
habits, surroundings, a:µ.d certi;till. ·soc.:i,~r 
economic variables. 
2. Money matters in the ~oc:j.,o-e¢~i'l~Jqi:e. ~,~e~QJ:"Y 
could not be thE;orized to ;i.~e~tityw-:i,tti. 
33. 
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specific data on receptivity. This was due 
largely to the fact that the age of the re-
spondents may have prevented them from remem-
bering specific amounts nor did they seem to 
know where money came from to pay flor their 
living in the nursing home. Many women in 
,, 
this age group admitted to not ever knowing 
what their husbands income was or what their 
estate value is. 
Recommendations 
As stated in the introduction of the study, there is a 
limited amount of literature, research, and manufacturing 
available concerning the need for personal hygiene equip-
ment. So very little has been done since ~ts oFiginal 
invention. 
It is recommended that actual test installations of new 
designs be installed in nursing homes chosen at random so 
that the senior citizens can give a more accvrate appraisal 
of the benefits since it is so difficult for them to visual-
ize or comprehend from drawings, questions, or descriptions. 
There is a definite need for studies, observations, and 
analysis, but above all there is a genuine need for action 
in the area of improvement of personal hygiene equipment for 
the elderly. This neglected field of housing is due new 
designs to make life more comfortable, easier, and pleasant. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIO;NNAIRE 
J8 
1. Sex 
1. Male. 
2. Fe!]lale. 
2. Uow oid were you on your last birthday? 
years. 
J. In what country were you born? 
c;::ountry 
q. When did you retire? 
Year Ago 
------ " 
5. What was your occupation prior to retiTement? 
6. Wa~ yqur income 'between one of·the :('ollow:in,g;? 
t. $2,000. ·- 3,000. 
2. 3,000. .... 5,000. 
3. 5,000. - a,ooo. 
It. 8,000. 
-
10,000. 
5. Aboye 
7. Would you work now if y9u could find a job you could 
do? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
8, Did you own your o~ home? 
1. Yes 
2r No 
9. Where was your home located? 
1, In town ·(what state? 
2. On farm (what state? 
39 
) . 
) . 
10. What is your marital status? 
1. Single 
2. ~arr:Led, 
11. How manr persons in your family? 
1. Number of boys 
2· Number of girls 
40 
12. What was the last gri;ide of regular sc.hool you finished? 
1. No schooling. 
2. Grade 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
J. College 1 2 3 4 
4. Aqove 
~- Business school 
6. Vocational school 
13. Do yol.l visit others in this nursiing home? 
;L. Sqmetimes 
2. Often 
J. No Why? 
14. Which of these statements descrjbes your feelings about 
your present living quarters? 
1. l lik~ it very much. 
2. I am fairly well .sati:;;fied. 
J. I do not like it. 
1~. Do you enjoy house cleaning? 
1. Yesi 
2. No 
16. Do you dislike cleaning the fol1owin~7 
1. The bath~oom Lavatory (Why? 
16. (Continued) 
2. The toilet (Why? 
J. ';['he bath tub or sh~wer (Why? 
4. The bathroom excluding t:P,E> fixi;uJ;"es (Why? 
?· I do·not mind cleaning anyth;i.ng ip. the bathroom 
17. Does it bother you to be:p.d ove;r to Wc;l~h your faee and 
hande? 
1, Yes. 
2. No 
18. l!ow difficult is :j_t for you to turn water fauc;et~ off 
1;1.p.d on? 
1, Slightly difficult - Why? 
2. Rather difficult - Why? 
J. Extremely difficult - Why? 
~. Not difficult at all. 
19. Which ailment, if any, do you have? 
1. Crippled hands or arms 2. Poor s;i.ght 
J. Crippled le$S 4. Hard of' hearing 
5. ;Back tro-uble 6. Nervousness 
7. Arthrit:i,.s 8. Kidney trouble 
9. Heart trouble 10. Diabetes 
11. High blood pressure ·i2. Feel tired all 
~~- Stroke time 
14. No ailment 
15. Other (What? 
the 
41 
) 
20, Which of these statements describes your ability to 
get about? 
1. Can go about with assistance of wl;lee.;L chair. 
2. Able to go almost any place i;ns:i:de the nursing 
home. 
3. Confined to your room. 
4. Confined to bed 
21. Is the bathroQm equipment in this nursing home diffi-
cult or taxing for you :to µsE)? 
42 
) 1. Yes (Would you c~re to say why? 
2, No 
------~~--~--...... 
1 22. Do you enjoy a bath? 
1. A sponge bath some 
a. A sponge bath very much 
J. A shower some 
It. A shower very much 
,, A tub bath some 
6. A tub bath very much 
7. Sometimes a shower a;q.d s()metimes a tub bath 
8. Not at all 
'· 
2). Would you prefer taking a ba,th seated on a chair if' the 
wat@r wetro deep enough to partially cover you? 
1. Yos 
2, No 
3. Do not know 
24, Do you mind taking a bath when so~eo~e else is in the 
room? 
24. (Continued) 
1. I do not mind very much 
2. l prefer to be •lone 
25. What dQ you thi~ is i~vortant in a bathroom? 
1. Privacy 
~- Cop.venience (space around f;j.xtu;Fes) 
~· <;pnvenience (location of bathroom) 
4. ~aintenance 
5. Beauty 
6. Other (What? 
26. WJi.at is ypur religion? 
1. Protestant 
2. Catholic 
J. Jewish 
4. Other (What?, 
27. H,ow lon~ have you ljved in this nursing po~e? 
years 
28. Would your present income be one of the follo""ing? 
1. Le~s t4an $1,000. 
2. $1,000. - 2,500. 
J. $2,500. - J,500. 
4. Aqove $J,500. 
Showing ea9h of the three bathToom renderings, the viewer 
was asked th" following quf;ilstions: 
1. If you could choqse which of these wotild y~u choose? 
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1. Conve:n.t;ional {Why? ) 
~~ ........................ __,.......,..,..........,.,..~-----,~ ................. ~ ........ ,--
2. Taple-type bathing facility (Why? ) 
1. ( Continued) 
J. ~asy Chair bathing facility (Why? 
2. Which is prettiest? 
1 3 
J. What is your favorite color? 
Color 
4, Do y<;>u like changes? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
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~PPENDIX C 
OBS~RVATIONS OF ',l'HE THRE~ N1,JRSJ;NG fIO'.ME FAC;[I,,TTJ;:ES 
AND ATTITUDES OF RESPONDEN~S TO 
CHARACTERISTICS OF EQU~PMENT 
TYPES OF LIVING ACCO~QDA,TIONS IN NURSI:N"(~. HO~ "A" 
VISITED A~D TYPES OF BATHROOM FACILITIES 
'' 
l 
Bathroom Facilities 
Occupancy Private. S;l.1.ared Down 1 the ha11, 
Between Rooms 
l' 
50 
S:i,ngle :rooi;n T & L Tub i;1,l1,d/or ·shower 
Double rpom T ~ ~ Tub and/ol;' 
Dormitory No cl.ormii:ory type accommod ~tions 
I 
' 
T - toi.1,~t 
L - lavatory 
TYPES OF PERSONAL l!YCiJENE Ji:QhrP)1ENT AVAij:,ABj:,E 
IN NURSING HOME 11A11I VISITED 
t,avatqry in room No 
Lavatory and toilet 
betw.ee:n two bedrooms Yes 
Lavatovy, toilet an,d . 
tub-shower for a 
private room 
Lavatpry, toilet and 
tub-shower between 
No 
two rooms No 
Shower down the hall Yes 
Shower.,.,tub, toilet 
down the.hall Yes 
Tu~ down the hall Yes 
Dressing Table 
with lavatory No 
Dressing Table without 
a lavatory No 
Mirror No 
shower 
Urinal No 
Dental Hygiene No 
CHARACTE~ISTICS OF PE~SONAL HYqlENE EQUIPMENT 
WijICH MIGHT DETERM1rm ~TS EFflCIENCY 
AS FOUND IN Nl)RSINµ HOME "A" 
, .·· 
r . ! Fl:l.ll.Cet~ r Eqqipme:Q.t i Too Toq Faucets in·f, Slippery 
I high low 'hard to the . I way I 
turn j, 
·i I, 
\' 
·' I 
:/ Lavatory I Ye91 i I I .t I ' I I Toilet i I 
. I I 
I Show(;lr l Yes l 
I I Tub Yes i Yes 
' 
' Tub-shower f; 1 
l I l f I Toilet I 1 I Flu,shin,g '. I, l I i ,. 
apparE;ttus I 
i t I l l 
' I I II l ! Mirror* I I I I 
i I 1 Dressing 
' 
! f 
i \ 
I 
Table I r i i 
' 
51 
Other 
\Many :ff:lspondents saic;l tp.ey rea.:\.ly would enjoy a mir~or 
eithe~ jn the bathroo~ o~ their room ~o they could see tp 
comb tpeir hair. Tqey only had sm~i~ hand ~ir~Qr~ of· their 
own. 
TYPES OF LIVING ACCO:MMODATIONS I;N NURSING HOME "B" 
VlSITEP AND :TYPES OF BATHROOM FACILITIE;S 
I 
aath:room J;i'acilitie:s 
Occupj:inc_y ) Private.· Shi:lrec;l DQwn the hall 
Betw~en ;Ropms 
' 
Singl~ ro<:>m i 
I 
l 
52 
Double +OOJ:~ L -·· T tvl;> a:nd/or shower 
Dormitorr ! No dormit pr:y type ~cc9~o<l ~tionl!! 
,, I 
L lavatory 
T ... toilet 
TYPES OF PERSONAL HYGIENE EqUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
;IN NURSING HQ~ "J3'i VIS;(Tl!tO 
Lavatory in room 
Lavatory a~~ toilet 
between twp bedrooms No 
La~atory, toilet and 
inib-f:ihower for ~ 
privat~ rqo~ No 
Lavatory, toilet and 
tub-shower between 
two nooms 
Shower ~pwn the hall 
Shower~tub, toil~t 
down the hall 
Tub down the hall 
Dressin~ Table 
with lavatory 
Dressing Table without 
a· lavatory 
Mirrorr 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yeij in t;he roo~ 
No 
Yes ~bqve ~re~sing table 
Urinal No 
Dep.tal Hygiene No 
CijARACTERIST!CS OF PERSQNAL :f{YGI~NE EQUIP~NT 
WHICH MIGHT DE~E:RMINE iTs EFF~CI~NCY 
AS FOUND I;N NU:RSING HOME "B" 
,1 '. 
Equipment Too Too Fa1,1cets F~1,1cets ;i,n Slippery 
high low hard to the way 
tu;,:-n 
. 
I 
Lavatory· I I 
I ' 
Toilet l 
I Shower 
Tub I 
Tub-shower ! 
Toilet ! l 
Flushing l 
apparatus l 
Mirror ! I i I 
Dressing I I I j 
Table ' 
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Other 
' 
No one seemed to object to anythi:µg e~cept several were 
suspicious of the depen~abi+ity of the hydrauitc lift which 
is used to get tqem in and out of the tub. 
TYPES OF LIVl'NG ACCOMMODATIONS IN NURSING HOJ/1E "C" 
VISITED AND TYPES: OF BATHROOM FACILITIES 
l Bathr om Facilities 
Occupanc! rivate' ~qared Down the ha~l 
Between Rooms 
Single.room I 
54 
Dou,ble room T ·~ L j ! ';['lib and/or ~hewer 
I 
,: 
Dormitory No dormi !ry typ~ ~cco1JU11.od,tion~ 
L .... lavatory 
T ..- toilet 
TYPES OF fERSONAL HYGIENE EQUIP~N1 AV~I~ABLE 
IN NURS.lNG B;O~ "0" VJSIT~D 
Lavatory in roo~ 
I 
Lav~tory ~nd toilet 
. betwe.e:q. two bedrooms 
Lavatory, toilet and 
tub-shower for a 
private ropQt 
Lavatory, toilet and 
tub .... shower between 
two rool;ijs 
Shower down the ~all 
Sho~er-tuo 1 toilet 
down the hall 
Tub dpwn the hall 
Dres~;i.ng Table 
with lavatory 
D;res~i;ng Table witho'ut 
a, l~vatory 
Mirror 
~avatory a~d toilet ~~iva,te for 
eac:p rooDJ. 
Yes 
·Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes in bathrpo~ down hall 
Urinal Ye~ in men's totlet 
Pen,tal Hy8ii~ne· No 
CHAMCTE:RISTICS o_ F PERSO~Ai, HYGl~~ EQU~:PMENT 
WHICH MlGHT DETER?-1INE lT$ EfFICl,~CY · 
Equipment 
Layatory 
Toilet 
Shower 
'fub 
Tub,..,.show~r 
Toilet 
Flush:i,.:n,g 
apparatqs 
Mirror 
D:ri es sing 
Table 
,. 
! 
AS FOUND IN NURS:CNG HO~"~" 
.. .. 
.. , I 
Too f!' · Too." F~u~ets : Faµeet~ :hi S;tippery 
b,igh }ow ha,r¢1 to th,~·way 
I 
Yes 
I 
,. 
t 
Non~: t:ln 
None 1·.~ 
I tqrn 
I 
' 
I ' ! 
.( 
I 
I 
I• 
I· 
r 
/· 
!. 
ii 
il 
I' 
I I I 
rJ~ ,ut o.~. I~ ,,,~,i-
. I I I 
I• \ 1 
rJ.qJll but o.~. in 1J)at~r9i"} 
; " j) I I '. jti )) I I I ij ,.i11·'' 
.... 
if. 15! ., .. ; I 
J;¥.lajority of res~ond~nts were very satis{i~d-with, all 
facilities. 
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I 
I 
i 
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TA;8LE I 
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPpNDENrS 
Chara,cteristic 
Ag~i 
Under 70 
70 - 79 
80 - 89 
90.,.. Over 
Marital Status: 
S:i,.ngle 
Mari;ried 
Educa,tiQn; 
Grade School and under 
High School 
College 
Bqsiness pr Vocational School 
Occ~pation (some had mQre than one professiqn): 
Housewif'e 
Profetpsional 
Laborer 
Income* (before r~tirement): 
$2,opo - 3,000 
3,000.,.. 5,000 
5,000 - 8,000 
Perceinta1;1e 
<;>n;Ly qni;;i person 
35 
64 
Onty- one person 
14 
86 
50 
21 
28 
1 
50 
17 
1~ 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Ciha,racteristic Percent;age 
Income* (Continued) 
8,000,.. 10,000 17 
a'l:>ove 0 
HomEi Owne:rahip: 
Own 86 
R,ent 
Location qf Home: 
~own 86 
Persons in Fq1nily: 
Boys 63 
Girl~ 37 
Protest,ant 
Cathol:j.c 0 
Jewish 0 
Other 0 
*Do noi; £eel that these fig1Jres; 111ean anything s~n~e s·(;) many respondents 
we:re ip the 80-90 fil90 group and did noi; se~m tq f~member that~ 
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TABLE II 
SOCIO ... ECONPMI~ STA'.FUS 
Scove: :I. ~ 3 
Grade School. H:i.gh $ch9i:>l Col~ege 
E9ucatic;m 9:r unqE:ir 
50% 21% 29% 
Occupation Laborer Housewife Prc;,fe~s;ionl"-1 14% 
'~ 
29% 
lnqome $~, 000-J, ()QO $J,~"I'.'.?,~- $,5,1000,..10, 900 
.50% ' 1-1°/o 33% 
TABLE IIJ 
HEALTH PERCENTAGE BY SEX 
Total Sex-* 
Ailment Y-es No Male Fema1-e 
Crippled Hands or Arms 22 7-8 0 JO 
-Crippled Legs 1±3 5--7 50 ~o 
Back Trouble -22 -'78 -0 30 
:A.r--i:hritis :4J 57 - jO 30 
Heart- Trouole 14 86 -25- 10 
High Blood Pressure 22 78 0 39 
&troke 2"8 72 25 30 
Po0r Si_gh.t 7,1 29 50 70 
Hara -of Hearing -100 0 0 
Nervousness 22 78 25 20 
Kidney Trouble 1A 8t> 0 20 
Diabetes ~ 78 25 20 
Feel tired all the time 22 78 0 30 
Other 28 72 25 20 
No ailment that you-know of 22 78 0 30 
*Not~ Percent.age o:f total respondents. 
0\ 
0 
TABLE IV 
PERCENTAGE OF AILMENTS BY AGE 
Ailment 
ii). 
Crippled Hands or Arms 
Crippled Legs 
Back Tfouble 
Arthritis 
Heart Trouble 
High Blood Pressur~ 
Stroke 
Poor Sight 
Hard of He1:tring 
Nervousness 
Kidney Trpuble 
Diabetes 
Feel Tired all the Time 
Other 
No ailment 
70=79 
25% 
50 
25 
25 
25 
50 
0 
25 
25 
22 
22 
.33 
22 
22 
33 
55 
0 
33 
22 
.11 
22 
*Only one person= i.e., less than one per cent. 
90 = 
l~s~;.. than one* 
less ·than ol\ie* 
0 
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Total 
22 
22 
22 
28 
71 
0 
22 
22 
22 
28 
22 
Visits others in the nursing home: 
1. sometimes 
2. often 
3. not at all 
Enjoys bath-: 
1. spon_ge 
2. tub 
3. shower 
4. sometimes tub - some±imes shower 
Mind taking bath when someone i.s present: 
1. not·much 
2, pref'er ,to be alone 
Im_portant in bathroom: 
1. ..privacy 
2. convenience (space around fixtures) 
J. conven1ence (location -0f ba,throoml 
4:. maintenance 
5- beauty 
6. other 
TABLE V 
HABITS 
70-79 
100 
100 
100 
Age-Male Age-Female 
80:..:89 90_-
_ 70-79 -- 80-89 _ 90-
100 66 40 
100 34: -60 
50 4:0 
50 50 30 
50 100 30 
100 50 60 
100 50 w 
100 1.00 100 80 
100 100 100 80 
100 100 1.00 80 
100 80 
100 80 
50 90 
O"I 
I.\J 
Prefer taking bath seated on a chair under 
proper conditions*~ 
1. yes 
2. no 
3. do not know 
Likes changes: 
1. yes 
'2. no 
*Water deep enough to partia~ly cover. 
TABLE V (.Continued) 
70-79 
100 
100 
Age-Male 
80-89 
100 
50 
50 
2_0-
100 
Age-Female 
79_-']_9_ 
50 
50 
1-00 
80-82 
50 
16 
31* 
60 
1±o 
2_0-
O'\ 
I..,;.) 
TABLE VI 
-PERCENTAGE OF RELATIVITY UF HEALffl TO HABITS 
'Visits En,jol'.: Bat-h -Enjoy Bath Seated on Chair 
Ailment ':others. Tub- ·- . . Shower Tul>-Sho. * Yes N D-0 not know 
Crippled hands or arms 25 6o 75 75 -661'J 3313 
Cri-ppl-ed legs 50 60 75 50 50 
Back trouble 25 331'3 661'3 50 25 25 
Arthritis 3373 3373 -661'3 50 50 
Heart trouble 17 100 100 
High Blood p;ressure 25 66~3 JJJ'J 3.3}'3 66o/3 
Strolce "25 '50 25 25 50 jO 
Po·or s4:ght 67 50 38 12 33'y3 22 441'J 
Hard of hearing 0 0 0 0 0 -0 (} 
.Nervousness '25 -}JJ'J .l31'-' .:nr1 663'3 331':l 
Kianey trouble 1.'i' 50 --50 .50 50 
'l>iabetes 2~ 66~3 lJ~J ~JJl'J Jl7'J -3Jt'1 
:Feel -tired all the -U.me JJ?'J 66~~ JJj'J -:l)J';J 31Yj J)y''j 
Other 1 -§0 5G '66~) nfJ· 
No.ailment 25 :nh -G~J 66-,..J JJ'o/J 
*fub sometimes - shower sometimes. 
O'\ 
~ 
Like Change 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 
'.l,'ABLE VI+ 
PERCENTAG~ OF PREFEREN~ES FOR TYPES ~F 
BATHING FACILITIES RELAT+VE 'l'Q HA,~~T~ 
I 
60 
I I j ! 
Don't'!\now 
25 
66 
. . . 
TABLE VIII 
ATTI,TUDES OF S'l,JRROl,JNP;l:NG~ 
R~Jll' Cent 
~~le Fema,::te 
Feelings .;i.bout pre1;1ent living aeconunodati<ms; 
t. 1 ike. it very much 
2. fairly wel;!. ~atisifed 
J. do not l:j.ke it 
Enj qy house clEianing: 
i. yes 
~- np 
Di1;1li~e cleaning t~e followjng: 
1. lav~tory 
2. to:Uet 
~' path tub or sh,9wer 
4:r Qa1:i:hr0~m e)!:cl1,1qing ~i:x:t1,1res 
5. ~q n9t mind cleaning anyt~ing in the 
bathroom 
Favo:i;-ii;,e color 
How l,ong lived in Nuv~ing Home. (years) 
A 1 pnly co;Lprs name<;! we;r~ s:reen, Qlue, alli 
25 
75 
75 
A 
c 
B. Only Golors riamed w~r~ g?"een 30%, ~lue po%, pink ;1.0%. 
90 
'.1,0 
·.·100 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
D 
~ T Majority lived in Nu;r1Sing ~ome ll;lS!i than one,...fµll re:ar, 
altho1,1gn some respondent~ were there as lPllQ ~s f<:>u:r year;;'\ 
o~ Majority l:i,.ved ip Nursfng Home le~s tha,n qpe full YElar; 
some were there as long as th;ree rears. 
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'FABLE IX 
PE;R~ENTAGE OF RECEPTIVITY C>F NEW DE!;>lQN~ SHOWN RESPONDEN':l;'S 
RELATIVE TO SATI$FA~TION OF ST)RllOUNpI,NGS 
. ' 
Satij:ifiad W:i,.th Su~~oqndings R~c~Plivity qf New De~ign 
Ye$ 1 1 • ' 'Nd '! . Do Not !):now 
1. veny inuch 669i'J ,· 8 25 
2. f1:1,irly well 1p9 
J. qo not like it 
TABJ.,E X 
MAN.i\GERS 
Sex 
Age 
Marital Status: 
1. ma:nried 
2. single 
Socio ... Econ9m:i.c Status: 
1. Education 
a. ijigh School and under 
b. 4 years college 
c. over 4 years college 
2. Oeyu:pation 
a. manc:iger (yea:rs) 
.3. ln(}Qme 
fl.· $5,000...,.~,ooo 
b. &,ooo~t2,ooo 
~- abqve 
Religion: 
1. Prot~~tant 
2. Catholic 
3. Jewish 
4. Other 
Home Ownership: 
1. Own 
2. Rent 
Dislilfe Cleaning Anything in Batl;lroom, 
Type ~ath Enjpyed Best: 
1. Tub 
2. Shower 
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If.!). If 
"B" "C" 
M M F 
36 . 52 
x 
x 
8 
x 
x 
x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x x 
TABLE X ( CONTINlJED) 
Most Important in Bathroom: 
1. Privacy 
2. Cqnvenience (space around fixtur(;)) 
3. Convenience (location of bathroom) 
4:. Maintenance 
5. ~e~uty 
6. Other (What? 
Preference of Designs on Drawings: 
1. Conventional bathing facility 
2. Table ... type bathing facility 
3. Easy chair 'bathing facility 
Like change: 
1. Yes 
2. No 
a,, Faucets must ·turn easily 
sate 
b. Faucets must turn easily 
safe 
c. Faucets must turn easily 
conveinvenhnt for help 
sd'l\l 
II A II 
"B" 
x x 
:x; x 
a. 
x x 
x x 
"C !! 
x 
x 
:x: 
x 
c. 
:x: 
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with a major in Interior Design, May, 1945; com-
pleted requirements for the Master of Science de-
grGe, with a major in Housing and Interior Design, 
in August, 1969. 
Proff!H'!si.onal Experience: Interior Designer, 
Washington, D. c., 1945-1950; Interior Designer, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 19.50-1951; Interior 
DtHrigner, Norman, Okl.ahoma, 1 1951 .... 197.3; Owner and 
Int1;1rior Designer Jaunita Weber Interiors, Norman, 
Oldahomli\, 1954-p:rese:nt; Special Instructor of 
Hern sing, Houe e Planning and Home Furni i,,hi:ng s , 
University of Oklahoma, 1962-1964; Interior 
D@~igner, Cannell & Cha.t'fin Interiorsl Los Ang(;}les, 
California, 1964-1965; r,iHHHU'ch in Multiple 
Hou~ing, Retir@me-nt Vill.~ges, and Nurming Homes in 
south@rn California, 1964-1966; Interior Designer, 
~outh~rn Cftlifornia, 1965-1966; instructor 
Interior Design, University of Oklahoma, 1967-
preaent; lecturer for Family Finance and other 
Rhort courses at various places. 
Organizations: Member of Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, 
lnterior Design Educators Council curriculum 
committee; Pasadena Charter Chapter American 
Business Women's Association, Pasadena, 
Calfiro:µ.ia; Norman Charter Chapte;r Ameriaa:µ. 
Bus.iness Women's Association, Norman, Oklahoma; 
"Woman of the Year'' 1968.-1969, Norman Charter 
Chapter American Business Women's Association; 
International Lutheran Women's Missionary League 
Board of Direc;tors and Education Committee, 1959-
1967; Oklahoma District Lut~eran Women's Mission-
ary League District President, 1959-~963; 
Furniture Histo.ry Society. 
